Introducing The Snapdragon 8cx, Qualcomm’s First PC Processor
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Qualcomm Brings 5G To The Mainstream With Its Snapdragon 855

Power Built To Last: ASUS Announces S$1,898 TUG Gaming FX505
Hot Categories

- Digital Cameras
- Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality
- Gaming
- Laptops
Intel® Core™ i5 Gaming System
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specifications
- Intel Core i5 8400 CPU
- ASUS B360 Pro Gaming Wifi
- Corsair Pro RGB 2666mHz 16GB RAM
- Samsung 860 Evo 256GB SSD
- Windows 10 Home 64 Bit
- ASUS GTX 1070 Ti 8GB Twin Fan
- Cooler Master V-Series 850w 80+ Gold PSU
- Cooler Master Lite 5 RGR ATX Chassis
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